
Crazy edification, thanks to LMS
”You must be crazy!” Exclamation to myself at 23:30 Friday, STILL sitting in my 
office at school, compiling easy-to-follow instructions for the colleagues who would 
take all my classes the coming week. With perpetually so much to do, whatever 
prompted me to ask for this? What was I thinking? A week away to go to the annual 
IATEFL conference – how could it ever be worth all this added stress and hassle?

The moment I was airborne, the various chains anchoring my mind to the detailed 
necessities of normal working life began to fall away. By the time I reached Glasgow 
I was hungry for fresh input.  

To begin with, it was astonishingly refreshing to raise my sights beyond the Swedish 
horizon, and find myself surrounded by 2,300 dedicated fellow-professionals from 
all parts of the globe. How this enhances one’s sense of professional identity! So 
many of these colleagues are empowered by the enormous drive of people from all 
quarters rushing not only to start learning English, but to reach ever more advanced 
levels. My fellow IATEFL delegates from around the world, many of whom teach at 
university level, bore witness to the vivid energy behind the swell of English learners 
– ambitious young people who see English as a great golden key to a changed life, a 
new future. Sweden’s head-start as a nation of advanced L2 English speakers could 
well soon find itself engulfed by the tide of millions of other learners climbing 
enthusiastically onto the surf.

To give a sense of the rich diversity among the assembled delegates, here is a list of 
countries represented by people I can remember encountering: Argentina, Austria, 
Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Cape Verde, Chile, Congo, Czech 
Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, 
Ivory Coast, Japan, Korea, Kosovo, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Poland, Qatar, Romania, 
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, UAE, Uruguay, 
USA. 

As an LMS scholarship awardee I was avid to squeeze out as much as possible from 
the IATEFL experience, and hence attended as many sessions as possible – probably 
far too many for optimal absorption. In the appendix you can find a list of the 
sessions I attended – please feel free to ask me about any of them in particular. 
Should you wish to gain something from this conference from the comfort of your 
home, then go to this site, which gives impressively complete coverage of the entire 
event: http://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/2012/. To find video-recorded sessions you 
might like to see, you can go straight to this section: http://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/
2012/sessions/videos. 

A session I was interested in attending but missed and was able to catch afterwards 
on video concerns the use of corpora in the classroom. I daresay some readers have 
been to some of the various talks about this given in the past couple of decades in 
Sweden, for example by David Minugh at Stockholm University. This is a topic of 
particular interest to teachers of ESP (English for Special Purposes), a field that has 
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long been of interest to me in my present job, where students expect preparation 
for future university studies around the world. Yet I believe this topic is now relevant 
to all of us upper secondary teachers in this post Gy-11 reform era, where we are 
increasingly guiding our students toward understanding writing within the 
disciplines they are studying in their programmes. So more work on corpus-based 
genre analysis of relevant pieces of writing can surely be of interest to many of my 
colleagues reading this. It can also be an inspirational way for students to work – 
they feel the thrill of doing original research to find authoritative answers to their 
own questions. Here is a link to the session, should you wish to investigate further:  
http://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/2012/sessions/2012-03-21/applications-corpus-
analysis-eap-research-learning-and-teaching.

I would like to mention a small number of sessions I found to be of particular value, 
though this selection is of course linked to my own professional interests of the 
moment. No doubt many of you can benefit most by browsing the online site and 
selecting, as if you were attending the conference IRL (“In Real Life” – in case you, 
like myself, are pre-generation X!) 

First and foremost, I must strongly recommend two of the plenary speakers: Adrian 
Underhill (http://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/2012/sessions/2012-03-20/plenary-
session-adrian-underhill) and Diana Laurillard (http://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/
2012/sessions/2012-03-21/plenary-session-diana-laurillard). Adrian’s long 
experience, wisdom and academic record meant he could deliver a pithy and 
thought-provoking view of systems, organisations and the state of leadership in the 
world today. His content was eminently applicable to our world as language 
teachers, but can also resonate for people in other walks of life. And when an 
academic speaker before a large international audience frames his talk by raising his 
guitar and singing to us before and after speaking, then we are reminded of the 
important role of aesthetics and creativity in fostering great intellects.

Diana Laurillard’s credentials in original development for teaching are impressive, as 
can be seen by following the above link. But had she arrived with an empty CV, her 
talk would surely have shot her straight up to her present position of being highly 
esteemed by one and all. Her skill was remarkable in structuring a talk seemingly 
designed to enter our brains through their most natural pathways. Tremendously 
well informed from the world of empirical research, her bold, innovative suggestions 
rang true with the obviousness that such scientific proposals as Newton’s on gravity 
have for us today. Her understanding of the worlds of both teachers and learners 
makes her feel like a highly valued staffroom colleague. At the same time, her 
suggestions for modelling our profession for the continued 21st century felt both 
insightful and far-sighted. Her brand new, yet-to-be-launched book “Teaching as a 
Design Science” sold out rapidly at the few exhibition stands whose holders had 
managed to bring along a few copies, but I shall certainly be buying one as soon as 
possible.

Unfortunately none of the smaller sessions I chose to attend are (at time of writing) 
available as videos on the conference site. I’ll here briefly mention four of them, 
though many more could well have been chosen to report on. 
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In “Making the link - connecting ideas in advanced level writing”, Amanda Jeffries 
from the Oxford University Language Centre reported on her findings concerning 
student writing and use of linking words and devices. There was much to recognise 
here, as well as some useful pointers, such as the value of clearly teaching students 
to distinguish between conjunctions and conjuncts.

 “Rebuilding Babel? Translation in the modern classroom” was a talk by the larger-
than-life Sally Parry from the Bell Bedgebury Language Centre. Parry told us of her 
classroom work inspired by the at least partial recent reinstatement of translation in 
the classroom as a language learning tool, after a few decades out in the cold. This 
felt like home-ground for me, as I have observed more and more of my colleagues 
in Sweden sighing with relief on hearing of research to support this idea, and feeling 
vindicated in using translation as an occasional productive cognitive device.

The third of my four selected smaller sessions was Philip Nathan’s talk “Use and 
misuse of direct quotation in student academic writing”. His material resonated 
strongly with me and my work situation. Nathan was coming from a small 
preliminary action research project of his own, but his reception amongst his IATEFL 
audience no doubt encouraged him greatly in his hopes to build up a full research 
project on the topic. He clearly showed us a number of cognitive and communicative 
traps worth teaching our students to avoid when it comes to direct citation in their 
papers. Nathan’s research drew on some standard academic text corpora as well as 
a corpus of his own creation, based on the work of students he was tutoring. He 
identified 19 categories of direct quotation error, and showed us some strikingly 
familiar examples of some of these categories. Four very recognisable types that I 
all too often gloss over due to lack of time are: use of direct quotation without 
(sufficient) criticality, grammatically inaccurate text-quotation linguistic linkage 
(grammatical inaccuracy), lack of rational linkage between the direct quotation and 
the topic/argument in the text, sense of disconnect between text and direct 
quotation. Philip Nathan had of course begun by reviewing available academic 
literature on his topic, and had found an apparent gap there. I certainly hope he will 
be able to continue his research, and that the results will be available to inform our 
teaching as soon as possible.

My final choice of a session to briefly describe is Virginia Christopher’s “Helping 
students meet expectations on writing assignments”. Christopher, from the 
University of Calgary-Qatar, was a speaker with whom I felt a great affinity. Here 
was someone who used words and expressions I use daily in my own classrooms, 
who has seen the same kinds of needs as I have seen, and who deals with them in 
similar ways. It may sound as if there was nothing new here, but it was 
extraordinarily warming to find an experienced and highly qualified Canadian 
teacher in the Middle East with whom I felt like a co-teacher. And of course there 
were also subtle differences of approach here and there, enough to give me a little 
nutrition for my own teaching. 

A common theme in many of the most appreciated smaller sessions I attended was 
action research -a phrase heard from many mouths at this conference. People 
interested in action research are perhaps not unlikely to attend such a conference as 
this, but it was certainly vivifying to come away feeling that language teaching is a 
solidly research-based profession. Having somewhat recently taken a course in 
Learning Studies (Stockholm University) and used the method in practice, I feel 



entirely at home with the idea of the classroom as a space for research into learning. 
It is my firm belief that we should all make a habit of doing at least one piece of 
action research per year, using our classrooms as “laboratories”. There is surely 
much potential in exploring the fault lines between classroom practices and 
research in the field of education. 

On a less serious though still edifying note, there was plenty of fun to be had in the 
evenings as an IATEFL delegate. One evening I chose to go to a performance by 
IATEFL patron David Crystal and family: “Macbeth’s Murderous Mayhem, and other 
stories”. Having seen the Crystals in action before, I was expecting some learned 
fun, and was not disappointed. David and Hilary’s actor son Ben has a most 
engaging stage presence. If you’ve not seen it, I can recommend this clip, in which 
David and Ben Crystal talk about the use of OP – Original Pronunciation – in 
Shakespeare: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPlpphT7n9s&feature=related.  

This brief review of some of my IATEFL experiences returns me to my starting point. 
Was I crazy to encumber my over-filled life with a whole week of additional content? 
Maybe it was crazy, and I have yet to face Monday morning back at work, but I 
cannot warmly enough recommend all my fellow English teacher members of LMS to 
take advantage of such an opportunity whenever possible. I feel rejuvenated, 
reconditioned as a teacher. I feel sure that for at least a year ahead I will be able to 
burrow into my notes from this conference to find new springboards for relaunching 
aspects of my professional life. Thank you LMS for the scholarship that made this 
possible for me, and please, dear members, don’t hold back – apply for scholarships 
yourselves, so that you too might benefit from such an opportunity!

Jeanette Clayton

jeanette.clayton@vrg.se 

Appendix

Jeanette Clayton’s calendar of events at the 2012 IATEFL conference 

Sunday 18th March – Associates’ Dinner (here I represented LMS)

Monday 19th March – Associates’ Day, involving many presentations, discussions 
and meetings with representatives of language teacher associations from other 
countries. (Here too I represented LMS.)

Tuesday 20th March

Mess and progress - plenary session by Adrian Underhill
Why do we teach that? - Peter Bendall (Embassy CES Cambridge)
Empathetic teaching through drama in the ELT classroom - Alicja Galazka 
(University Of Silesia, Katowice, Poland)
How can assessment support learning? A learning oriented approach - Miranda 
Hamilton (University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations)
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Cambridge English: Advanced for higher education - Annie Broadhead (Freelance)
The Psychology of Language Learning symposium
Macbeth’s Murderous Mayhem, and other stories (an evening show by David Crystal 
and family)

Wednesday 21st March

Supporting the teacher as innovative learning designer – plenary session by Diana 
Laurillard
Does blended learning have an impact on exam results? - Dianne Davies
If you don’t want to forget something, make a list - Katja Thornton (Bell Bedgebury 
Language Centre)
Making the link - connecting ideas in advanced level writing - Amanda Jeffries 
(Oxford University Language Centre)
Eco what? - Mojca Belak (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
ESP test design -a challenge to the ELT practitioner - Yuliya Siderova (Naval 
Academy, Varna, Bulgaria)
TEA (Testing, Evaluation and Assessment) SIG (Special Interest Group) open forum
Influencing - Steve Flinders (York Associates)
The Macmillan Party – evening event

Thursday 22nd March

Awareness, appropriacy, and living language use - plenary session by Steven L. 
Thorne
Use and misuse of direct quotation in student academic writing - Philip Nathan (The 
English Language Centre, Durham University)
Rebuilding Babel? Translation in the modern classroom - Sally Parry (Bell Bedgebury 
Language Centre)
Dogme plus – learning without the pressure of technology - Niall Lloyd (The Anglo 
Mexican Foundation LABCI)
Helping students meet expectations on writing assignments - Virginia Christopher 
(University of Calgary-Qatar) 
(Here I had a 2-hour slot manning the stand for associates, representing LMS.)
ELT JOURNAL/IATEFL SIGNATURE EVENT – DEBATE on the motion: What has changed 
in ELT since 1995? Not much!

Friday 23rd March

A brain-based model for human learning; application for educators - plenary 
session by James E. Zull
Teaching young learners – want better results anyone? - Herbert Puchta (Freelance 
teacher trainer and materials writer)
(Here I took time out to visit the exhibition, and to talk to other delegates.)
Final Plenary session by Derek Dick. 


